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Nowadays, with rising life standards and the effect of fashion 

trend, comfort has become an important factor in choosing clothes, and 
under the title of "Back to Nature",  people is always looking for natural 
raw materials.   In this research paper, the properties of cotton/bamboo, 
co on /lyocell, co on /modal blended yarns as well as 100% co on, 
100% bamboo, 100% lyocell, and 100% modal yarns, have been studied.  

It is observed that the studied properties : Evenness ( C.V%), thin 
places /400 m, thick places / 400 m, number of neps / 400 m, are 
significantly affected by fibre type, spinning system and blending 
percentage. However, strength (RKM) and elonga on (100%) are 
significantly affected only by fiber type and blending percentage. 
The highest reading for strength was for 100 % lyocell yarns while the 
lowest reading was for 50% bamboo/50% co on yarns. 
The highest reading for elonga on was for 100 % bamboo yarns while the 
lowest reading was for 33% bamboo/67% co on yarns. 
It is found that the highest reading of the evenness (C.V%) was for 67% 
bamboo/33%co on compact spinning yarns while the lowest reading was 
for 100% modal compact spinning. 
The highest reading of thin places was for 33% bamboo/67%co on ring 
spinning yarns while the lowest reading was for 100% modal ring and 
compact spinning yarns. 
The highest reading of thick places was for 33% bamboo/67%co on ring 
spinning yarns while the lowest reading was for 33% modal/ 67% co on 
ring and compact spinning yarns. 

 
 


